King’s Gate Media, LLC
PO Box 118461
Carrollton, TX 75011

SEED the Series Art Contest Proposal and Rules
We are about to publish the scripts for the first 4 episodes of SEED as a book. We'd like to incorporate 10 original works
of art within it to enhance the reader's experience. So this is our proposal:
We have 10 scenes selected from the 4 scripts for artists to choose from. Rob Skiba and another judge (to be decided)
will select the Top 10 pieces of art for each scene submitted. The Top 10 pieces of art for each scene category will then
be displayed on a special gallery page on the SEED website, with full artist credit and contact information provided. A
video will also be released on Rob Skiba’s YouTube channel showing the Top 10 winner selections to his 120,000+
subscribers - so this should give each artist plenty of exposure. Out of the Top 10 pictures selected for each of the 10
scenes, one will be chosen from each category as the best and published in the book - again with full artist credit and
contact information provided.
We only have a budget of $1,000 for this project. We know that's not a whole lot of money, but it's what we have to
work with, so we will be paying $100 for each piece of art we select for use in the book. This means, an artist can
potentially earn $100 for multiple pieces. Since this is our limited budget, we're sorry, but no pay is being offered for
any of the pictures submitted that do not make it into the book. All decisions will be final.
The artwork being created will be based on and derived from our proprietary intellectual property. Therefore, all artists
will be required to sign our standard Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA) before being sent the scenes from the scripts. By
participating in this competition, the artists whose works are chosen in the Top Ten will also be granting full legal rights
to their artwork to King's Gate Media, LLC, allowing us the exclusive ability to use their artwork for any SEED related
promotion, product or service indefinitely. Since this participation is 100% voluntary, and these rules are established up
front, we ask that only those serious about helping us with this project apply.
RULES:
•

The dimensions for each piece of artwork needs to be 7" X 9" (or scalable DOWN to those dimensions) in a
vertical format - i.e. 7 inches wide by 9 inches tall. NOTE: You can utilize that space for more than one picture.

•

Final artwork needs to be submitted at 300 dpi resolution in RGB format and saved as a JPG file.

•

Full color pictures are preferable (but not mandatory) for all scenes. However, for the purpose of the book,
they may end up being depicted in black and white. If so, King’s Gate Media, LLC will handle the conversion.
The color versions may also end up being used for other promotional pieces on-line and possibly for poster art
and/or other marketing pieces. Any artwork submitted in black and white may still end up being colorized for
those purposes.

•

Artists should provide their name and any of the following pieces of contact info: a website URL, email address
and/or phone number. Remember, your artwork may potentially be seen by hundreds of thousands of people,
so take care what you choose to share. The only thing that is mandatory is your name. DO NOT PUT ANY OF
THIS INFORMATION ON THE ARTWORK ITSELF. This information will be included as text provided by King’s
Gate Media, LLC either beside or under the picture or in the acknowledgements section of the book (or both).

•

DEADLINE: All entries must be submitted by March 15, 2018.

King’s Gate Media, LLC
PO Box 118461
Carrollton, TX 75011
WRIT OF NON-DISCLOSURE AND AGREEMENT TO VOLUNTARY PARTICIPATION FOR:

SEED the Series

(hereinafter referred to as “The Project”)
By my signature below, I (print name) _____________________________________hereby swear and attest that I will
not disclose any information pertaining to intellectual properties, scripts, storylines, concepts, ideas, outlines, synopsis,
plot, characters, marketing strategy, distribution, business plans or any other details (collectively, hereinafter referred
to as “sensitive information”) related to The Project to any third party without written approval from Rob Skiba.
I understand I will be given confidential access to sensitive information pertaining to The Project for the sole purpose
of pursuing an agreement with Rob Skiba to participate and/or in some way contribute to the development of The
Project. Any violation of the terms of this document may result in legal prosecution. Therefore, I will take the utmost
care in keeping this sensitive information strictly confidential.
As per Rob Skiba’s proposal, I understand any artwork making it into the Top Ten selection, will receive exposure in a
gallery hosted on the SEED website and in a video to be released on Rob Skiba’s YouTube channel, with full artist credit
and contact information. The only promise of compensation being made is for those pieces of artwork, which are
chosen for use in an upcoming print publication, featuring some of The Project’s scripts. An amount of $100 will be paid
for each piece of artwork chosen for use in that publication. Therefore, it is possible a single artist can earn up to
$1,000 if every piece of artwork they submit gets selected. I understand no compensation is being offered for any
artwork not selected for the described publication. This includes all remaining pieces of artwork in the Top Ten.
I understand anything and everything related to The Project is and shall remain the sole property of Rob Skiba, King’s
Gate Media, LLC, SEED the series, LLC, and/or any representatives directly and legally associated with The Project. By
signing this document, I further acknowledge that anything I voluntarily contribute toward The Project may or may not
be retained by Rob Skiba and/or his associate representatives for the purpose of advancing The Project.
This agreement states our entire understanding with reference to the subject matter contained herein. Any
modification or waiver of any of the provisions of this agreement must be made in writing and signed by all of the
parties listed below. Please return this signed form to: production@seedtheseries.com
Signature

__________ ___ Date: ___________

Legal Guardian must also print and sign if the artist is under the age of 18:
Print Full Name: _______________________________ Signature

Date: ________

Relationship to artist: ___________________________

Rob Skiba

, for King’s Gate Media, LLC Date: 02/07/18

